
Scientific Achievement 
This work demonstrates that ASPOCs can form 
homogeneous composites with polymer materials to 
form molecularly-mixed composite membranes 
(MMCMs). MMCMs provide significant increases in 
both membrane permeability and selectivity, 
offering new avenues for creation of membranes 
with unique properties in industrially relevant 
applications. 

Zhu, G., et al., “Molecularly-Mixed Composite Membranes 
for Advanced Separation Processes” Angew. Chem. Int. Ed, 
2019, 58, 2638. [10.1002/anie.201811341]. (a) Structure of the 
commercial polymer Matrimid used as the polymer matrix and membrane preparation 
procedure, which is based on casting a pure liquid-phase solution. (b) ASPOC cage mixtures.
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Advanced Separation Processes

Research Details
– MMCMs are synthetic membranes comprised of a glassy polymer and a macrocycle molecular "cage." 
– ASPOC cage mixtures are synthesized from different ratios of ethylenediamine (EDA) and cyclohexanediamine (CHDA).
– EDX and Raman mapping show uniform distribution of the ASPOC molecules within the MMCMs.
– A 4-fold increase in gas permeability was observed for N2, CO2, and CH4 compared to the pure polymer membrane.
– Molecular sieving effect was observed for SF6, resulting in 2–3 fold increase in N2/SF6 selectivity compared to polymer membrane.

Significance and Impact
MMCMs provide performance-enhancing microporosity within the membrane while avoiding 
many of the issues associated with traditional microporous solids. These hybrid membranes can 
enable more energy-efficient separation of CO2 from natural gas and flue gas mixtures. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Membrane separations are promising alternatives for thermally driven industrial separation processes. Despite being eminently scalable, existing and emerging polymer membranes suffer from a tradeoff between permeability and selectivity, which are among the defining performance metrics for membranes. Inorganic membranes such as zeolites and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) have surpassed this tradeoff and have shown extraordinary separation performances in challenging molecular pairs. However, the preparation of large-scale, defect-free inorganic membranes suitable for industrial applications remains a challenge. Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) incorporate inorganic filler materials (that is, the discrete phase) into a polymer (that is, the continuous phase or the matrix) to boost the performance of the membranes while retaining the intrinsic scalability of polymer processing. These materials have long been proposed to address the orthogonal issues associated with polymer membranes and inorganic membranes. The area of MMMs originated with the study of the addition of zeolite materials to polymer phases before experiencing a resurgence in research interest with the advent of metal–organic framework (MOF)-based MMMs. Apart from only showing limited performance improvement, the existing examples of experimental MMMs involving POCs have so far only demonstrated the formation of classic MMM structures, that is, the formation of a discrete particle phase and a continuous matrix phase (likely as a result of the crystallization tendency of traditional POC molecules). However, a potential advantage of the POC material is the promise of achieving true molecular mixing between polymer chains and individual cage molecules, thus bypassing the issue of interfacial interactions between matrix and particle phases altogether. Addressing the propensity for the POC molecules to crystallize is critical to realizing this unique advantage. A subset of POCs was recently developed using the concept of mixed-linker synthesis and exchange. The different linker functionalities at the cage vertices were found to reduce the interactions between individual cages, which enabled the cages to pack amorphously in the solid phase. These new types of POC materials were named amorphous scrambled porous organic cages (ASPOCs). The decreased inter-cage interactions also increased the solubility of ASPOCs in certain solvents, which is advantageous for various solution-based processes. Notably, cage-based porous liquids have been developed as a result of the high solubility and retained porosity of the ASPOC materials dissolved in hexachloropropene. Solution processing of ASPOCs with other functional polymers have led to homogeneously blended composite materials that have shown potential in gas-adsorption applications. Song et al. utilized a solution-based spin-coating technique to fabricate a uniform ASPOC layer on a porous support, which was successfully utilized in proof-of-concept gas separation experiments. Herein, we demonstrate that ASPOCs can form homogeneous composites with polymer materials to form molecularly mixed composite membranes (MMCM), which have the potential to be used in a wide range of separation applications including gas separation and organic solvent nanofiltration (OSN) separation modalities. We find that these molecularly mixed composite membranes dramatically increase gas separation performance (both permeability and selectivity) for gas pairs in which the larger gas cannot access the ASPOC pore space. Moreover, we find that solvent permeability and solute rejection both increase in OSN separation with various poly(styrene) solvent–solute systems. Now, vertex-functionalized amorphous scrambled porous organic cages (ASPOCs) have been utilized as membrane performance enhancers and the amorphous ASPOC mixtures are observed to distribute throughout the matrix without any indication of particle formation or agglomeration, creating unique, molecularly mixed composite membranes. Overall, the molecularly mixed composite membrane provide significant increases in both membrane permeability and selectivity, offering new avenues for creation of membranes with unique properties in industrially relevant separations
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